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ABSTRACT
We propose cutting as a novel paradigm for ad-hoc customization of printed electronic components. As a first instantiation, we contribute a printed capacitive multi-touch sensor, which can be cut by the end-user to modify its size and shape. This very direct manipulation allows the end-user to easily make real-world objects and surfaces touch-interactive, to augment physical prototypes and to enhance paper craft. We contribute a set of technical principles for the design of printable circuitry that makes the sensor more robust against cuts, damages and removed areas. This includes novel physical topologies and printed forward error correction. A technical evaluation compares different topologies and shows that the sensor remains functional when cut to a different shape.
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INTRODUCTION
Conventional electronic components and devices cannot be cut to customize their size and shape in an ad-hoc manner. Their rigid substrate is hard to cut, components are too expensive to be discarded and cutting irreversibly damages the electronic circuit. In contrast, people have always cut traditional materials for tailoring them to their specific needs. At home, people wrap packages with material, which is cut to shape; they cut protective films to cover books and devices of various sizes; and they create artistic shapes in paper craft. At the workplace, tailors cut textiles to fit the

Figure 1: We contribute technical principles and an implementation of cut-robust printed multi-touch sensor sheets.

a) The multi-touch sensor features a novel wiring scheme.
b) This allows to sensor to be cut very much like a conventional material while (c) remaining touch-sensitive.

size of the customer, carpenters cut wood to build furniture, and designers or engineers cut cardboard and plywood to create physical prototypes.

This form of very direct manipulation enables people to quickly and easily create custom shapes and objects; in addition the direct manual interaction with the material encourages thinking by doing [7].

Printed electronics now enables for a novel paradigm, introduced in this paper: printed electronic components and devices can easily be tailored to a custom shape and size by ad-hoc cutting. This is possible because substrates are very thin and flexible, and printouts are cheap. However, current printed solutions take over the circuitry schemes from conventional electronics. Due to its internal layout, cutting parts off to adapt the shape will very likely break the electronics. Therefore we advocate that printed electronics requires novel electronic designs that can cope with its new material properties: designs that are robust against cuts and removed areas of the substrate.
As a first instantiation of this paradigm, we contribute a printed capacitive multi-touch sensor, which the user can tailor by cutting it to the desired size and shape (see Fig. 1). We present technical principles that make the circuit layout more robust against physical cuts and removed areas, taking inspiration from topology in biological systems and computer networks, as well as from coding theory. First, we contribute novel topologies for the circuit layout that are more robust against cuts. Second, we show how by combining several topologies in the same sensor sheet, a wider variety of cut-out shapes can be supported. Third, we contribute a principle for adding various levels of redundancy within each topology, proposing \textit{printed forward error correction}.

We validate our technical contributions by a detailed simulation, an evaluation of the electronic sensing properties, and a proof-of-concept implementation of several letter-sized cuttable sensor sheets.

**TOWARDS CUTTABLE MATERIALS WITH EMBEDDED MULTI-TOUCH SENSING**

Our vision is that printed sensors will be so inexpensive that multi-touch sensing capability will become an inherent part of the material. For instance, manufacturers of protective foils will offer a product line that features multi-touch sensing. Paper manufacturers will offer paper, cardboard or adhesive labels, which have the printed multi-touch sensor embedded. Manufacturers of wooden boards will offer boards that feature the sensor. The user buys the material in one of several standard sizes and then cuts it to the desired size and shape, using tools such as scissors, razors, saws, or laser cutters. This very direct physical manipulation seamlessly integrates with existing practices for customization, prototyping and crafting. It stands in contrast with existing solutions, which either require the additional step of designing the sensor at a computer [21] or by requiring an expert to design a customized sensing solution.

Cuttable multi-touch sensor foils, sheets and boards will be a ubiquitous resource, enabling a wide range of applications. For ubiquitous computing, people can easily add multi-touch input on pretty much any physical object or surface, by using an \textit{adhesive multi-touch foil} that is cut to match the desired size and shape. As illustrated in Fig. 2 a-c, this enables people to easily touch-augment physical objects and devices. In prototyping and crafting, \textit{touch-enabled paper, cardboard or plywood} empowers people to make models, prototypes and artwork interactive (Fig. 2d).

**RELATED WORK**

**Shape-adaptable Multi-touch Sensors**

The commonly used principle for the construction of a multi-touch sensor [17,22,28,20,11,4,18] is illustrated in Fig. 3. A set of electrodes is arranged on a regular two-dimensional grid. Each electrode senses one touch point. The electrodes are connected to a controller with a set of horizontal and parallel wires; each electrode is situated at the intersection of one horizontal and one parallel wire.

![Figure 3: Concept of a traditional multi-touch pad.](image)

![Figure 2: a-c) Easily touch-enable objects with a cuttable multi-touch foil. d) Build interactive objects, prototypes or paper craft out of raw materials with embedded sensing.](image)
shape by cutting a sensor wire to the desired length and laying it out using a space-filling curve. Alternatively, several prefabricated sensor tiles, each containing a wire, can be combined. While this elegant solution supports virtually any sensor shape, it is limited to single-touch input and requires a complicated sensing technology. Time Domain Reflectometry. Tekscan[24] developed a pressure sensitive shoe inlet that can be trimmed to fit different sizes. While the size can be varied, the shape itself is predefined due to the internal wiring. We extend upon prior work by contributing the first cuttable multi-touch sensor sheet.

Printed Electronics
Printed electronics is the key enabling technology for the approach presented in this paper, as this technology allows producing sensitive surfaces in large scale at very low cost and on a very thin substrate [25]. While inkjet printing of electronics [25] enables customized electronic circuits in small quantities, roll-to-roll printing [25] supports large sizes and high printing speeds. It is possible to print multi-layered electronic circuits and active electronic components, such as transistors, by combining conductive, semi-conductive and insulating inks on several layers [25]. While such active electronics are still on the level of basic research, printing of passive conductive circuits is already commercially offered [3]. To keep costs low and to enable a deployment in the near future, our solution only requires passive printed electronics.

Rapid Prototyping
Our work is also heavily inspired from prior research on rapid prototyping. A stream of previous work allows the user to make a physical prototype interactive. For instance, this is done by attaching electronic components on the prototype and connecting them by drawing conductive traces with a conductive pen [29], or by attaching thin lines of copper [16]. As an alternative to hand-drawn traces, VoodooIO [27] introduced a specific foam substrate that wires electronic components that the user attaches on the material. This stream of work emphasizes on the importance of hand-crafting in rapid prototyping.

Another stream of research proposes digital fabrication [30,13] for creating interactive prototypes [9,21]. The Midas toolkit [21] enables the user to digitally design a custom touch sensor on a computer. The sensor then gets produced on a vinyl cutter and can be attached onto the object.

Our approach complements the above work in two ways. Using physical tools (such as scissors, knife or saw), the sensor can be iteratively customized in its shape before, during and after the crafting process. This contrasts with previous work [21] in which the sensor cannot be altered once it is designed and printed. But our approach also extends digital prototyping in the way that the user can plan digitally and then use a machine to cut the sensor sheet or sensor-enabled material into a desired shape.

Requirements
Multi-touch sensors must fulfill a set of technical requirements, such as a specific spatial and temporal resolution, dynamic range and number of touch points. Shape-adaptable multi-touch sensors extend this set with several additional requirements that are specific to cutting. We identify four desirable properties, which a cuttable sensor sheet ideally should fulfill. Taken together, they define what is intuitively understood by “robustness” of the sensor to cutting.

Set of supported shapes: The sensor should support a large set of cut-out shapes, including convex and non-convex shapes. This means that all electrodes on the cut-out shape remain functioning.

Scale and aspect ratio invariance: The cut-out shape can be of any size and aspect ratio, as long as it fits on the sheet.

Besides these intrinsic properties of the shape, extrinsic characteristics are affected by where and how the shape is placed on the sensor sheet:

Rotation invariance: A specific shape should be supported no matter in which orientation it is placed on the sensor sheet.

Location invariance of the connector: The sensor sheet has a connector to tether it with the controller. It should be possible to locate this connector at several locations or even any location on the cut-out shape, to integrate well with the specific requirements of the application.

While a working solution does not have to support all of these requirements, supporting more of them increases its usability, as the user can cut a wider variety of shapes and place them more freely on the sensor sheet.

In the following sections, we contribute three principles to create more robust multi-touch sensors that better fulfill the above requirements.

Topologies for Cuttable Multi-touch Sensors
Multi-touch sensors are typically based on a matrix topology. As we have discussed in the related work section, this topology is not robust to cuts and removed areas and does not support a variety of cut-out shapes. In this section, we introduce novel basic wiring topologies for cuttable multi-touch sensors that are inspired by biological systems and computer networks. We show how they improve the robustness of the sensor against cuts and discuss which cut-out shapes they support.

Radial and tree structures are very common organization principles in biological systems, e.g. in blood and nerve systems, in the physical structure of plants and in fungal structures [6]. This ensures not only effective transmission, but also protects vitally important parts in an inner area of the system. Also in computer networks, star and tree structures are amongst the most central topologies [23]. Meshes are a further promising structure, often applied in computer...
networks, which however require active routing components.

In the following, we present star-based and tree-based topologies. Similarly to the conventional matrix topology, they lay out the electrodes on a regular grid. This ensures a consistent spatial resolution across all areas of the sensor. In contrast to the standard matrix topology, they use point-to-point connections between connector and electrodes to avoid burst effects, in which loss of a single wire would result in irreversibly damaging multiple electrodes.

**Star Topology**

The first layout follows the geometry of a star (Figure 4a). The connector, which is used to tether the sensor sheet with a controller, is placed in the center. Wires extend radially to the electrodes. This topology can be realized with two layers (wires are routed underneath the electrodes with proper shielding) or as a single layer (wires are routed around the electrodes).

The star topology has a number of desirable properties. Due to the circular scheme, all wires run towards the center of the sheet on the shortest path between the electrode and the connector. This reduces the likelihood of a wire getting cut while the corresponding electrode remains on the sensor. As outlined above, this is a problem of the classical matrix topology, in which an electrode can be affected by a cut at the very other end of the sensor. In the star topology, the electrode and its corresponding wire are always located within the same pie slice. Cuts in the remaining pie slices will never affect the electrode. Another benefit is that the topology is point symmetric. A shape is supported no matter how it is rotated around the controller.

The full set of supported shapes can be mathematically modeled. The outline of the shape is defined by any polar function defining an outline that does not extend beyond the sheet (see Fig. 4b). This topology supports a large variety of shapes, including triangles, convex rectangles and ellipses (see Fig. 5a). These shapes can be located anywhere on the sheet as long as the connector is inside the shape (realizing location invariance). Moreover, the shapes can have arbitrary scale and aspect ratio. The star topology also supports some non-convex shapes, such as “heart-like”, “cloud-like” or “star-like” shapes, provided they are properly placed on the sheet (see Fig. 5b). However, it only partially supports more complex shapes, such as the ones depicted in Fig. 8.

We implemented a prototype sensor sheet in letter size, which is based on the star topology and has 36 electrodes (Fig. 6). We printed fine radial lines on the front side to communicate the wiring layout to the user. As a rule of thumb, the shape will be supported if each line is cut not more than once.

**Tree topology**

In the tree topology, all electrodes are orthogonally connected to one stream of wires, which is then connected to the controller (Fig. 6a). Through the indirection in how electrodes are wired with the connector, the tree topology supports shapes that are not supported by the star (and vice versa). This specifically includes shapes that introduce concavity, as depicted in Fig. 8a and b. Carve-outs are only partially supported (see Fig. 8c,d).
The tree is not rotation invariant but supports different sizes and aspect ratios of the cut-out shape. The outline is defined by two continuous functions, whereby the stem of the tree is the x-axis (see Fig. 7b).

We implemented a first instantiation of a letter-sized sensor sheet, depicted in Fig. 9. We printed fine lines on the paper to provide guidance about which cuts are supported.

**ADDING REDUNDANCY BY COMBINING TOPOLOGIES**

In this section we show how to further increase the robustness of the sensor and to support more shapes by combining two or more topologies in one sensor sheet. Since different topologies each have their unique strengths and drawbacks, combining them adds valuable redundancy and geometric robustness. Each electrode is connected to the connector via two or more potentially very different paths. Note that this does not increase the number of pins required at the hardware controller, since all wires from all layers that are connected to the same electrode are combined at the connector.

Conceptually, we distinguish between two cases: Overlaying (1) distinct topologies and/or (2) the same topology:

(1) combines the advantages of two distinct topologies. For instance, consider overlaying the star topology with a tree topology. This would support all shapes of Fig. 5 and Fig. 8a,b.

(2) can overcome some limitations, which are inherent to the specific topology, by repeating this topology in a rotated or displaced manner. For instance, consider overlaying two tree layouts rotated by 90 degrees around the center point (see Fig. 10a). This makes the layout invariant to 90 degree
rotations. Overlaying two star layouts in a displaced manner (see Fig. 11b) allows for supporting shapes with certain concave elements, which otherwise would be supported only by the tree (see Fig. 8a, b).

Mathematically, the outline of the shape can be divided in segments. As long as each segment can be represented by a valid function in at least one of the overlaid topologies, the shape is supported.

We implemented a first prototype of a sensor with two overlaid topologies, an overlay of a star and a tree. Figure 11a shows how tree and star are overlaid; Figure 11c shows the compound sensor.

INCREASING ROBUSTNESS WITHIN A TOPOLOGY
In this section, we contribute methods for encoding redundancy within a topology.

Basic Redundant Wiring
Figure 12 (a1) shows an example of an electrode that is cut in two pieces. While a considerable part of the electrode remains on the sensor sheet, it cannot be read, since the wire is cut off. Connecting each electrode with two redundant wires from its opposite sides makes the sensor robust to such situations (see Fig. 12 a2)). Moreover, this adds robustness to cases where one of the wires is damaged (see Fig. 12b). This rather simplistic form of redundancy requires the double amount of wires.

Printed Forward Error Correction
A more advanced solution adds redundancy with fewer wires. It is inspired from coding theory. Forward error correction (FEC) provides mechanisms to encode data in a redundant way to cope with errors in data transmitted via an unreliable channel [26]. Examples are the parity bit (error detecting) or the Hamming code (error correcting). The underlying idea is to calculate a redundant symbol as a function of several payload symbols.

Based on this principle, we contribute a solution to encode a FEC mechanism right on the printout; it involves a specific wiring scheme and a modified electrode design. Our approach is depicted in Fig. 13a. Both electrodes are read independently via direct wires a and b. In addition, a redundant wire c connects to both electrodes. In contrast to the above example of the parity bit, the sensor readings are not binary. Each electrode captures a dynamic range, so it gives a continuous value. Nevertheless a combined reading of two or more electrodes can be designed, since the capacitance of two capacitors adds up if they are connected in a parallel circuit. Therefore, wire c connects to both electrodes in a parallel circuit; it adds up their respective capacitance. To prevent the wire c from generating a short-circuit between both electrodes, we split each electrode into two interdigitated parts which are mutually insulated. This ensures independent reading of a, b and c.

Redundancy: As long as any two wires of the block remain functional, the controller can reconstruct the value of the non-functional third wire, since c = a + b. If at any time the readings do not sum up (within a defined threshold) and one of the values is close to zero, it can be safely assumed this wire is not functional. Compared to the basic solution, this FEC approach reduces the number of redundant wires by 50%. However, only one of three wires can be removed instead of one of two wires.

The approach allows varying the proportion of redundancy in the encoding. Figure 13b shows how a block of 4 electrodes can be wired with one additional redundant wire. In this case, the number of wires added through redundancy is only 25% the number of payload wires. All electrode readings can be reconstructed as long as a maximum of one wire is broken, using the formula e = a + b + c + d. One sensor sheet may contain blocks of different redundancy levels; for instance outer areas, which are prone to cuts, could have more redundancy than inner areas. Theoretically, more electrodes can be connected with one redundant wire. In practice, the limit is defined by the sensing resolution of the controller. Beyond some point, imprecise readings, which add up, result in an imprecise reconstruction of a missing value.

Graceful degradation: The FEC encoding has one important beneficial side-effect. If two or more wires in a block are damaged, it is not possible to fully reconstruct the original sensor readings. However, due to the redundant wire, the sensing resolution gracefully degrades. If the redundant wire remains on the sensor sheet, it tells whether touch interaction is occurring somewhere in the block. Hence, the sensor is still providing data, yet with a reduced resolution in that area.

IMPLEMENTATION
We implemented our proof-of-concept prototypes with conductive inkjet printing. In contrast to larger-scale roll-to-roll processing, this allows us to easily experiment with
different topologies and does not require a complex setup. The principles and technical solutions introduced in this paper transfer to other printing technologies that are capable of printing passive conductive traces. We are using silver ink to print conductive traces and electrodes on photo paper using an off-the-shelf inkjet printer [10]. The method requires no post-process sintering and is functional within minutes after printing. The sheet resistance is 0.21Ω/sq, with a thickness of 0.5 mm and a length of 50mm.

For the ease of implementation, we picked an electrode size of 20x20mm with an offset of 15mm. However, the approach supports smaller sizes; the maximum number of electrodes is defined by the microcontroller. Our wires have a minimum width of 0.5mm, which is defined by the printing process that we use. Industrial printing solutions allow a minimum width of 0.5mm, which is defined by the microcontroller. Our wires have a thickness of 0.5 mm and a length of 50mm.

We realized the multi-layer sensor by printing each layer on a separate substrate and combining them with Z-Axis Electrically Conductive Tape from 3M [2]. This is an adhesive transfer tape with anisotropic electrical conductivity only on the z-axis, designed for interconnecting flexible circuits. The tape has the very important property that it can be easily cut. Our proof-of-concept implementation has two layers. We use scotch tape to insulate both layers from each other. In industrial-scale production, several conductive and insulating layers would be printed on top of each other, on the same substrate.

The implementation uses time-multiplexed loading mode capacitive sensing for detecting touch input. Processing of sensor readings is performed on an ATmega2560 microcontroller, which runs the Arduino CapSense Library [1] with a 10MΩ resistor per electrode. The controller features up to 48 input pins. To support a higher number of electrodes, multiple controllers can be connected. We picked a fairly large size for the ease of experimenting with different topologies. An industrial solution would support a much higher number of input pins per microcontroller. The connector is attached to the sensor sheet using 3M Z-Tape.

We normalize the raw data from partially cut electrodes. We used a simple calibration step. After cutting the sensor to a new shape, the user once moves her flat hand over the entire sensor, ensuring that the entire surface is covered. During this calibration step, the processor updates a calibration matrix, which holds one entry per electrode. Each entry stores the maximum capacitive value that is registered at this electrode during calibration. This maximum reading is proportional to the size of the remaining electrode.

**EVALUATION**

To validate the technical principles contributed in this paper, we performed two evaluations: (1) A mathematical simulation demonstrates that the proposed topologies support a variety of cut-out shapes. The results provide guidance in choosing a suitable topology. (2) A series of technical experiments demonstrate the technical feasibility of the principles.

**Mathematical Simulation**

**Methodology**

We implemented a simulation framework, which takes any sensor topology and any set of 2D shapes as input, modeled in SVG files. To account for the requirements listed above, the framework automatically scales, moves and rotates these shapes to simulate a large variety of cut-out shapes over the entire sensor sheet. As a performance index, it calculates the average proportion of the area on the cut-out that remains touch-interactive.

We simulate a sensor sheet with 266 x 266 mm, covered with a rectangular array of 26 x 26 electrodes, each sized 10 x 10 mm and spaced with 0.25 mm distance.

We simulate the following topologies: grid as the baseline (G), star (S), tree (T), overlaid star and tree (ST), overlaid tree and tree rotated by 90° around the center point (TT), as well as overlaid star, tree and rotated tree (STT).

In addition to the simulation of a multi-touch sheet that can be manufactured with industrial machinery, we also simulated the prototypes that we have built, using the dimensions and topologies introduced earlier in this paper.

We simulate the following cut-out shapes: triangle, rectangle, ellipse, star (Fig. 5), carve-out (Fig. 8b) and connector (Fig. 8d). Triangle, rectangle and ellipse are very basic shapes that are commonly used in a wide variety of tasks. Star, carve-out and connector are representing more complex shapes that are used in crafting and prototyping.

The minimum size of the shape has a bounding box of 150 x 150 mm, which is the width of an A5 sheet. A minimum of 16 non-uniform scales are randomly generated, with a maximum step size of 1.0. A minimum of 358 random locations are generated, with a maximum step size of 12.5 mm. A minimum of 8 random rotation angles are generated, with a maximum step size of 22.5 degrees.

The simulation algorithm calculates the performance index for each combination of location\((x,y)\) * scale\((x,y)\) * rotation of the shape as follows:

\[
\text{Sensing Coverage} = \frac{A_{shape,el}}{A_{shape}} + \frac{A_{sheet}}{A_{sheet,el}}
\]

with \(A_{shape}\) being the overall area of the cut-out shape, \(A_{shape,el}\) being the area on the cut-out shape covered with sensor electrodes, \(A_{sheet}\) being the overall area of the entire sensor sheet, \(A_{sheet,el}\) being the area on the entire sensor covered with sensor electrodes. The second fraction normalizes a more or less dense electrode arrangement on the sensor sheet. A partially cut electrode is considered functional if the remainder is still tethered to the connector and has at least 1/3 of the original electrode size. In this case, the readings are still clearly distinguishable from touching the wire. This is a conservative estimate.
The result is calculated as the average of the more than 30,000 simulated variations of each shape. Variations that do not entirely fit on the sensor sheet or do not contain the connector are not considered.

**Results**

As discussed above, the conventional grid topology, our baseline, supports only a few very specific shapes (most notably rectangles, and a few carefully selected polygons). In all cases, two sides of the shape must be straight lines that are laid out in a 90 degree angle. Moreover, these shapes have to be placed at one specific location on the sensor and must not be rotated.

Figure 14 shows the simulation results for the new topologies that considerably extend over the baseline. A large set of common shapes (triangles, rectangles, ellipses) can be placed at arbitrary locations and with any rotation on the sensor, yielding an average coverage of around 96%. The fabricated prototype has an average coverage of 86%. The tree topology performs less well, but still offers coverage above 83% (80% for the prototype).

Combinations of several topologies do not considerably increase the coverage for these simple shapes. In contrast, the coverage for complex shapes (star, carve-out, connector) is increased by using overlaid topologies. Particularly the combinations of star and tree improve the results. However, even with overlaid topologies, an average of roughly one third of the surface of the carve-out and connector shapes remain uncovered. This is because we simulate arbitrary placement and rotation on the sensor sheet.

For these complex shapes, we performed a second simulation in which we did not require location invariance and rotation invariance, but maintained scale invariance. From a practical perspective this means the user has to adjust the shape at a specific location and rotary angle. The results (Fig. 15) show that in this case even complex shapes are well supported. Even the most complex connector shape yields an average coverage of more than 85% (SD=1.6%).

Furthermore, we performed all simulations for topologies with redundant wiring added. This increased the results from 3% to 15%, with most improvement for the tree topology.

**Technical Experiments**

We conducted a series of technical experiments to demonstrate the technical feasibility of the principles. Since our implementation is based on a standard method for capacitive sensing, we did not evaluate basic touch sensing in detail, but rather focused on the critical technical aspects that are added by our contributions: we evaluated whether electrodes which fully or partially remain on the cut-out sensor are functional, whether dual-layer sensing is possible and whether the forward error correction can be realized.

Figure 16 shows a letter-sized sensor sheet that uses the star topology. It is cut into a user-defined shape (left part within the image). The sensor readings (right part) show that electrodes, which remain on the cut-out, are functional and capable of detecting touch input.

To evaluate the feasibility of cutting in more detail, we tested what is the minimum size of a partially cut electrode to...
conventional, touch-insensitive materials. Overlaid topologies support a variety of standard and more complex shapes. As first examples, we discussed paper, cardboard, acryl and plywood. The approach presented in this paper is compatible with a wide variety of non-conductive materials. As first examples, we discussed paper, cardboard, acryl and plywood. The sensor can be embedded within conventional materials with a variety of materials the sensor is sandwiched into (paper, 3mm thick cardboard, 3mm acryl, 3mm plywood). If the electrode gets too small, it is not possible to reliably distinguish whether the user is touching the electrode or touching its wire. Table 1 shows data from electrodes of 2x2cm size, according to the dimensions used in the simulation. The data shows that if only 1/3 of the electrode remains, touch input can still be reliably analyzed.

In a third experiment, we studied whether a multi-layer sensor can be cut without creating a short circuit between the two layers. As expected, we were able to validate that the sensor remains functional and both layers independently connect the electrodes with the connector.

Last, we tested the forward error correction principle. Figure 17 shows the data plot for the setup illustrated in Fig. 13a. The data shows that the capacitive measurements of both electrodes roughly add up in the redundant FEC wire. The data demonstrates the feasibility of FEC, but shows that a proper selection of the threshold for sum detection is required, ideally set individually for each electrode. This could be done in the calibration step proposed above.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material/Electrode size</th>
<th>Wire</th>
<th>1/3</th>
<th>2/3</th>
<th>Full</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>5.30</td>
<td>8.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardboard</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acryl</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plywood</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Capacitive sensor readings in pF of partially cut electrodes.

Figure 17: Capacitive sensor readings of a 2+1 redundant forward error correction block (depicted in Fig. 12a).

remain functional with a variety of materials the sensor is sandwiched into (paper, 3mm thick cardboard, 3mm acryl, 3mm plywood). If the electrode gets too small, it is not possible to reliably distinguish whether the user is touching the electrode or touching its wire. Table 1 shows data from electrodes of 2x2cm size, according to the dimensions used in the simulation. The data shows that if only 1/3 of the electrode remains, touch input can still be reliably analyzed.

In a third experiment, we studied whether a multi-layer sensor can be cut without creating a short circuit between the two layers. As expected, we were able to validate that the sensor remains functional and both layers independently connect the electrodes with the connector.

Last, we tested the forward error correction principle. Figure 17 shows the data plot for the setup illustrated in Fig. 13a. The data shows that the capacitive measurements of both electrodes roughly add up in the redundant FEC wire. The data demonstrates the feasibility of FEC, but shows that a proper selection of the threshold for sum detection is required, ideally set individually for each electrode. This could be done in the calibration step proposed above.

BENEFITS AND LIMITATIONS

Results from the evaluation show that the contributed sensor topologies support a variety of standard and more complex shapes. Those with a convex shape can be effectively supported by using just one layer with the star topology. They are rotation, location and scale invariant, providing a free-form cutting experience which comes close to cutting conventional, touch-insensitive materials. Overlaid topologies provide improved support for more complex shapes. Due to the infinite number of possible shapes, our validation can only provide some representative examples to shed light on the space of supported shapes.

We have not addressed how the sensor can cover three-dimensional shapes. This could be done by cutting a 2D shape and folding it to cover the 3D object, or by combining several distinct 2D shapes. We leave this for future work. While the substrate that is used in our prototypical setup is bendable, the printed traces are sensitive to strong bends (i.e. a notch). This can be overcome by using a print technology based on chemical deposition.

Our implementation of a cuttable Letter-sized sensor sheet has a lower number and density of electrodes than used in the simulation and is restricted to two layers. These restrictions are due to our prototypical manufacturing method. However, the dimensions were sufficient to test and validate the electronic properties of the sensor. The simulation results show what can be achieved with higher-density and multi-layer industrial fabrication.

The 1-pin-per electrode design requires more wires than the traditional grid, which raises questions of scalability. This is an inherent trade-off of the design space: either requiring fewer wires which comes at the cost of robustness, or making it robust to cuts using additional wires. In order to alleviate this issue we propose the following strategies: (1) While current print technologies can already realize wire widths of down to 40nm [6], which allows for a large number of wires on a single layer, wires can also be outsourced to one or more additional layers, using multi-layer printing. (2) Attaching multiplexers at the connector allows significantly reducing the number of input pins. (3) In a longer-term perspective, printing flexible multiplexers directly on the sensor sheet allows to bundle adjacent wires. Future work should also explore sensors with mixed topologies. These could comprise many smaller areas that are internally wired with the efficient grid design and connected with the controller using our more robust topologies.

Our implementation requires the connector to be located at one specific location on the sheet. Hence, only one shape can be cut out of a sheet. With larger sheets, this possibly wastes large portions of the material. Several spatially distributed access points on the same sheet could be realized by printing multiple layers with displaced topologies. This enables to cut several shapes out of one sheet.

The approach presented in this paper is compatible with a wide variety of non-conductive materials. As first examples, we discussed paper, cardboard, acryl and plywood. For use with transparent materials, the sensor grid could be made transparent using indium tin oxide (ITO).

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we contributed principles for a printed multitouch sensor, which is robust against cuts and removed areas. The sensor can be embedded within conventional mate-
rial and touch-enable them, while maintaining the very direct customization possibilities of the material. The principles are inspired by topology and coding theory. We introduced novel topologies for the circuitry layout of multitouch sensors that support a variety of cut-out shapes. Furthermore, we showed how to increase the set of supported shapes by combining several topologies and by printing a redundancy scheme that realizes a form of forward error correction. We evaluated strengths and limitations of the topologies in a mathematical simulation and presented a first proof-of-concept prototype to demonstrate the possibilities for crafting and prototyping.

We consider this first instantiation to be a point of departure for a novel interaction modality with printed electronics: physical cutting and shape adaptation. Future work should address other printed components and devices, including active ones, and show how these can be made robust for desired shape adaptations and against undesired damages.
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